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4.5  ODMA Relay Probing
This section describes the probe-response procedure used by ODMA nodes to detect neighbours which may be used as
relays during a call.

4.5.1  Initial Mode Probing

The initial mode probing procedure is activated by a UE when it is switched on and has no information about its
surroundings. In this case the UE will synchronise with the ODMA Random Access Channel (ORACH) which is used
by all UEs to receive and broadcast system routing control information and data. The UE begins a probing session by
periodically broadcasting a probe packet on the ORACH. The broadcast probe includes the current neighbour list for the
UE which will initially be empty.  If a neighbouring UE, UEa, receives the broadcast packet it will register the UE as a
neighbour and send an addressed response probe.  The response probe is transmitted at random to avoid contention with
other UEs and typically one response is sent for every n broadcast probes received from a particular UE.

The next time the UE transmits a broadcast probe the neighbour list will have one new entry, UEa, and an associated
quality indicator (a weighted factor based on the received signal strength of the response probe). It is through this basic
mechanism that each UE builds a neighbour list.

4.5.2  Idle Mode Probing

The Idle Mode Probing procedure is activated when the UE has synchronised with the ORACH but is not transmitting
data. This procedure is the same as that described above after ORACH synchronisation.

The ODMA Idle Mode Probing procedure controls the rate of probing on the ORACH to reduce interference levels and
regulate power consumption. The procedure is governed by a state machine, which consists of the following states: full
probing, duty maintained probing, and relay prohibited. Each state defines the number of probing opportunities within
one N multiframe, and a probing activity parameter K which is the ratio of probe transmission time to probe monitoring
time.

Full probing

Full probing is the case where probing is allowed on every ORACH timeslot within an N multiframe. The UER will
probe on the ORACH at a rate defined by the probing activity parameter K.

Duty Maintained probing

The duty maintained probing is the case where probing is allowed on M slots of an N multiframe. The UER will probe
on the M ORACH slots in an N multiframe at a rate defined by the probing activity parameter K.

Relay Prohibited

In this mode the UER would cease all of its ODMA probing activities and will fall into standard TDD or FDD operation.

The probing activity levels for given state machines are illustrated in Figure 1 for a system with an ORACH for M slots
per N × 16 multiframe.

Note that the distribution of probing opportunities within a multiframe may not necessarily be consecutive and located
at the beginning of a multiframe.
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Figure 1: Probing state machines and mechanism

4.5.3  Active Mode Probing

The Active Mode Probing procedure is activated when the UE has synchronised with the ORACH and is transmitting
data.

With ODMA, data may be relayed on either the ODMA Random Access Channel (ORACH) or the ODMA dedicated
transport channel (ODCH), depending on the volume of data to be sent. When a UE has small amounts of data to send it
may transmit an addressed probe response packet on the ORACH at an interval proportional to air interface modem
rate, RCCH,  and is defined by Probe_timer_1.  This interval also defines the broadcast probe interval,  Probe_timer_2,
which is typically five times longer than Probe_timer_1. Every time an UE transmits a response probe containing data
on the ORACH, it may be received, but not acknowledged, by third party neighbour UEs, and provides an implicit
indication of activity.  In this instance broadcast probes are not necessary and Probe_timer_2 is reset after every
addressed probe transmission. Only when an UE has no data to send is it necessary to transmit a broadcast probe every
Probe_timer_2 seconds to register its active status with its neighbours.

In order to avoid overlapping packet transmissions the length of the packet may not exceed the probe timer interval,
Probe_timer_1.  The relationship between the different probe timers is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Probe timer relationships

4.56 Discontinuous transmission (DTX) of Radio Frames
Discontinuous transmission (DTX) is applied in up- and downlink when the total bit rate after transport channel
multiplexing differs from the total channel bit rate of the allocated dedicated physical channels.

Rate matching is used in order to fill resource units completely, that are only partially filled with data. In the case that
after rate matching and multiplexing no data at all is to be transmitted in a resource unit the complete resource unit is
discarded from transmission. This applies also to the case where only one resource unit is allocated and no data has to
be transmitted.

4.67 Downlink Transmit Diversity

4.67.1 Transmit Diversity for DPCH

The transmitter structure to support transmit diversity for DPCH transmission is shown in Figure 3. Channel coding,
interleaving and spreading are done as in non-diversity mode. The spread complex valued signal is fed to both TX
antenna branches, and weighted with antenna specific weight factors w1 and w2. The weight factors are complex valued
signals (i.e., wi = ai + jbi ), in general. These weight factors are calculated on a per slot and per user basis.

The weight factors are determined by the UTRAN.

MUX

INTENCData

Midamble w1

w2

FIR RF

FIR RF

Uplink channel estimate

ANT1

ANT2SPR+SCR

Figure 13. Downlink transmitter structure to support Transmit Diversity for DPCH  transmission
(UTRAN Access Point)

4.67.1.1 Determination of Weight Information

Selective Transmit Diversity (STD) and Transmit Adaptive Antennas (TxAA) are examples of transmit diversity
schemes for dedicated physical channels.
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4.67.1.1.1 STD Weights

The weight vector will take only two values depending on the signal strength received by each antenna in the uplink
slot. For each user, the antenna receiving the highest power will be selected (i.e. the corresponding weight will be set to
1).

Table 1: STD weights for two TX antennas

W1 W2

Antenna 1 receiving highest power 1 0

Antenna 2 receiving highest power 0 1

4.67.1.1.2 TxAA Weights

In a generic sense, the weight vector to be applied at the transmitter is the w that maximises:

P=wHHHHw (1)

where

H=[h1  h2 …]

 and where the column vector hi represents the estimated uplink channel impulse response for the i’th transmission
antenna, of length equal to the length of the channel impulse response.

4.67.2 Transmit Diversity for SCH

 Time Switched Transmit Diversity (TSTD) can be employed as transmit diversity schemes for synchronisation channel.

4.67.2.1 SCH Transmission Scheme

The transmitter structure to support transmit diversity for SCH transmission is shown in Figure 4. P-SCH and S-SCH
are transmitted from antenna 1 and antenna 2 alternatively. Example for antenna switching pattern is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 24. Downlink transmitter structure to support Transmit Diversity for SCH transmission
(UTRAN Access Point)
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Figure 35. Antenna Switching Pattern (Case 2)

4.67.3 Transmit Diversity for P-CCPCH

Block Space Time Transmit Diversity (Block STTD) may be employed as transmit diversity scheme for the Primary
Common Control Physical Channels (P-CCPCH).

4.67.3.1 P-CCPCH Transmission Scheme

The open loop downlink transmit diversity employs a Block Space Time Transmit Diversity scheme (Block STTD).

A block diagram of the Block STTD transmitter is shown in Figure 6. Before Block STTD encoding, channel coding,
rate matching, interleaving and bit-to-symbol mapping are performed as in the non-diversity mode.

Block STTD encoding is separately performed for each of the two data fields present in a burst (each data field contains
N data symbols). For each data field at the encoder input, 2 data fields are generated at its output, corresponding to each
of the diversity antennas. The Block STTD encoding operation is illustrated in Figure 7, where the superscript * stands
for complex conjugate. If N is an odd number, the first symbol of the block shall not be STTD encoded and the same
symbol will be transmitted with equal power from both antennas.

After Block STTD encoding both branches are separately spread and scrambled as in the non-diversity mode.

The use of Block STTD encoding will be indicated by higher layers.
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Figure 46: Block Diagram of the transmitter (STTD)
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Figure 57: Block Diagram of Block STTD encoder. The symbols Si are QPSK. N is the length of the block to be
encoded


